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ASSCKIATED PRE,S,S
People look on as police investigate a shooting at Norris Hall on Virginia Tech’s campus Monday in Blacksburg, Va.
Sue Lindsey
a s ,sc k :ia t e i) p r e s s
BLACKSBURG, Va. — A gunman massa­
cred 32 people at Virginia Tech in the deadliest 
shooting rampage m modern U.S. history 
Monday, cutting down his victims in two 
attacks two hours apart before the university 
could grasp what was happening and get the 
warning out to students.
The bloodbath ended with the gunman 
committing suicide, bringing the death toll to 
33 and stamping the campus in the picturesque 
Blue Ridge Mountains with unspeakable 
tragedy, perhaps forever.
Investigators gave no motive for the attack. 
The gunmans name was not immediately 
released, and it was not known if he was a stu­
dent.
“Today the university was struck with a 
tragedy that we consider of monumental pro­
portions,” Virginia Tech President Charles 
Steger said. “The university is shocked and 
indeed horrified.”
But he was also faced with difficult ques­
tions about the university’s handling of the 
emergency and whether it did enough to warn 
students and protect them after the first burst 
of gunfire. Some students bitterly complained 
they got no warning from the university until
an e-mail that arrived more than two hours 
after the first shots rang out.
Wielding two handguns and carrying multi­
ple clips of ammunition, the killer opened fire 
about 7:15 a.m. on the fourth floor of West 
Ambler Johnston, a high-rise coed dormitory, 
then stormed Norris Hall, a classroom building 
a half-mile away on the other side of the 
2,6(K)-acre campus. Some of the doors at 
Norris Hail were found chained from the 
inside, apparently by the gunman. •
Two people died in a dorm room, and 31 
others were killed in Norris Hall, including the 
gunman, who put a bullet in his head. At least
see Shooting, page 2
What would 
Cal Poly do?
Devan McClaine
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
Monday’s tragedy at Virginia Tech left 
an abundance of questions but few 
answers. WEile most of the questions 
centered on the identity of the perpetra- 
tor(s) and victims, some brought under 
scrutiny the conduct of university police. 
Reporters dissected their tactics and fail­
ure to place the campus under lockdown 
after the first series of shooting?; in a 
series of press conferences.
Conversely, the preparedness of 
numerous universities across the country 
will face similar scrutiny.
Cal Poly is a similar environment to 
Bbeksburg, a polytechnic university in a 
small town, where the students represent 
a sizeable portion of the town’s popula­
tion.
Like Virginb Tech, Cal Poly has its 
own police department. University 
Police Department Chief Bill Watton 
took time Monday night to describe the 
preparedness of CaJ Poly in a simibr sit­
uation.
Watton continually stressed that each 
prexedure and reaction would depend 
on the scope of the situation and those 
involved. For example, if a homicide 
occurred in the dorms, Wmon said the 
first step would be to identify if the 
shooting was a domestic incident or a 
massacre situation and go on fiom there.
“If there was a shooting in the dorms, 
we would first determine the situation; if 
it were a simibr situation (like Virginia
^  Poly, page 2
Cab colored pink for a cause
Cassie Gaeto
MUSTANd DAILY
V
Beach Cities Cab Co. Inc., the front-running cab com­
pany of San Luis Obispo, recently added a pink 
taxi to its fleet to cruise the streets and 
help raise funds for the fight 
against breast cancer.
The company has 
pledged to 
donate $1 for
given by the pink cab to the American Cancer Society for 
breast cancer research.
On average, the company gives 80 rides every day. The 
company stated that if customers request the cab more,- 
they will look into adding more pink ones to the fleet.
“1 think this new cab is an important way to give back 
to the community and a worthy cause. One dollar per ride 
can add up,” Beach Cities Cab owner Jeff Coldenberg 
said.
Cioldenberg originally had a pink taxi in operation in 
Carpenteria (in Santa Barbara County) before deciding to 
bring a similar concept to San Luis Obispo. Coldenberg 
purchased another cab and pulled out the paint to recre­
ate his idea locally.
The bubble-gum pink taxi with the breast cancer rib­
bon painted on the car’s hood officially hit the streets of 
San Luis Obispo on March 30.
“So far, the response has been really great. 1 think the 
word is still getting out there on why exactly the car is
see Cab, page 2
Demand brings return 
o f downtown security
Isaiah Narciso
MUSTANG DAILY
Private security guards will return 
to patrol downtown San Luis 
Obispo for the first time since 
February, when they were removed 
due to lack of funding.
Brent Vanderhoof, administrative 
as.sistant for the San Luis Obispo 
Downtown Association, said that the 
decision to return private security in 
the area was based on the organiza­
tion’s member survey. He said that 
patrons’ top priorities for the down­
town area were cleanliness and safe­
ty-
He added that the $1,600 a
month needed to maintain security 
initially came from sponsorships, 
however, the program will now be a 
part of the Downtown A.ssociation’s 
budget.
The Downtown Association has 
approximately 7(X) members, mostly 
businesses within the center of San 
Luis Obispo.
Vanderhoof thought that the 
investment in private security 
brought benefits to downtown.
“The goal of it is to make the 
business owners and shoppers feel 
comfortable in those businesses and 
not feel threatened,” he said.
see Security, page 2
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Shooting
continued from page I
15 people were hurt, some seriously.
Students jumped from windows m p.mic. Young 
people and faculty members carried out some of 
the wounded themselves, without waiting for 
ambulances to arrive. Many found themselves 
trapped behind the chained and padlocked doors. 
SWAT team members with helmets, tlak jackets 
and assault titles swarmed over the campus. A stu­
dent used his cell-phone camera to record the 
sound of bullets echoing through a stone building.
Trey Perkins, who was sitting in a Cierman class 
in Norris Hall, told The Washington Post that the 
gunman barged into the room at about 9:50 a.m. 
and opened fire for about a minute and a half, 
squeezing otl 30 shots in all.
The gunman, Perkins said, first shot the profes­
sor in the head and then fired on the students. 
Perkins said the gunman was about 19 years old 
and had a “very serious but very calm look on his 
face.”
“Everyone hit the floor at that moment,” said 
Perkins, 20, ofYorktown, Va., a sophomore study­
ing mechanical engineering. “And the shots 
seemed like it lasted forever.”
Erin Sheehan, who was also in the Cierman 
class, told the student newspaper, the Collegiate 
Times, said she was one of only four of the 
approximately two dozen people in the class to 
walk out of the room. The rest were dead or 
wounded, she said.
“It seemed so strange,” Sheehan said. The gun­
man “peeked in twice, earlier in the lesson, like he 
was looking for someone, somebody, before he 
started shooting. But then we all heard something
like drilling in the walls, and someone thought 
they sounded like bullets. That’s when we block­
aded the door to stop anyone from coming in.”
She said the gunman “was just a normal-look­
ing kid, Asian, but he had on a Boy Scout-type 
outfit. He wore a tan button-up vest, and this black 
vest, maybe it was for ammo or something.”
“1 saw bullets hit people’s body,” Sheehan said. 
“There was blood everywhere.” She added, “My 
professor, Herr Bishop, I’m not sure if he’s alive.”
Students said that there were no public-address 
announcements on campus after the first shots. 
Many said they learned of the first shooting in an 
e-mail that arrived shortly before the gunman 
struck again.
“! think the university has blood on their hands 
because of their lack of action after the first inci­
dent,” said Billy Bason, 18, who lives on the sev­
enth floor of the dorm.
“If you had apprehended a suspect, I could 
understand having classes even after two of your 
students have perished. But when you don’t have a 
suspect in a college environment and to put the 
students in a situation where they’re congregated 
in large numbers in open buildings, that’s unac­
ceptable to me.”
Steger defended the university’s handling of the 
tragedy, saying authorities believed that the shoot­
ing at the dorm was a domestic dispute and mis­
takenly thought the gunman had fled the campus.
“We had no reason to suspect any other inci­
dent was going to occur,” he said.
Steger emphasized that the university closed off 
the dorm after the first attack and decided to rely 
on e-mail and other electronic means to notify 
members of the university, but with 11 ,()(K) people 
driving onto campus first thing in the morning, it 
was difficult to get the word out.
continued from page 1
Tech) our response would be extensive.” 
he said. Watton said locking down the 
dorms could be an option if it were deter­
mined that was the safest course of action. 
Again, Watton said that the various 
responses depend on the situation at hand, 
but declined to describe the specifics of 
the lockdown procedure. Watton would 
only describe it as “an agreement between 
(the department of) Housing and 
University Police.”
According to Watton, university police 
would also rely on mutual assistance from 
various other agencies in the county 
including San Luis Obispo Police 
Department, California Highway Patrol 
and various other agencies.
“We have a good record of mutual assis­
tance between us and other agencies; we 
would end up working with various orga­
nizations, possibly even those from Santa 
Barbara County,” Watton said.
One of the reported flaws in Blacksburg 
was the inability of law enforcement and 
administration to communicate with stu­
dents and faculty after the first shooting. 
Many received e-mails vaguely describing 
the first shooting while the second inci­
dent was taking place.
Although Watton was hesitant to sec­
ond guess Virginia Tech’s response, due to 
the lack of information, he detailed the 
plan to communicate with those on cam­
pus should the need arise.
“Generically speaking, it wouldn’t just 
be e-mails, we would use the radio station 
(1410 AM) and officers in cars with bull­
horns if need be, the word would get out,” 
Watton said.
Various others criticized the lack of an 
immediate tactical response by those on 
the scene. Whether this was due to the 
reported use of locks on the entries to the 
building is unknown at this time.
However, some commentators insinuat­
ed that the officers’ lack of uctical training 
in an “active shooter situation” was cause 
for the delay in action. An active shooter 
situation is described by law enforcement 
as an armed person who has used deadly 
force on others and continues to do so 
with unrestricted access to additional vic­
tims. The 1999 Columbine shootings is a 
primary example of an active shooter situ­
ation. Watton believes this delay would not 
be an issue at C'al Poly.
“All police officers in this county are 
trained in active shooter situations, it’s a 
small county so we may not have time to 
wait for SWAT to arrive. We train annual­
ly for that situation, we would be able to 
deploy and engage rapidly.” Watton said.
In addition, he said university police 
officers are equipped with M4A1 semi­
automatic rifles in addition to sidearms, to 
confixmt deatUier, well-armed threats. The 
rifles are kept in police cruisers and fire the 
.223 caliber round, the same high-velocity 
round used in the M-16.
Watton also said that officers have access 
to department issue body armor, as well as 
“other options” after that.
Security
continued from page I
Other issues also played a role in 
their decision, including panhandling, 
public drunkenness and drug use.
“The panhandlers are aggressive,” 
Vanderhoof said. “A lot of customers 
were complaining to store merchants 
who would then complain to us.” 
However, Doug Shaw, who owns 
Sanctuary Tobacco Shop and 
Monterey Street Wine Co., said that 
the issue of security mosdy comes 
fixHii the homeless population.
“There were city ordinances enact­
ed so that transients would not stay 
around one place for a long time,” 
Shaw said. “Those rules were put into 
effect so transient people would not
camp out in one spot or another.” 
Shaw observed other issues that 
could affect the sense of security in 
downtown San Luis Obispo.
“We found that there is a combina­
tion of certain areas where there is an 
increased volume of graffiti,” Shaw 
said. “We decided to bring in extra 
eyes in the form of security to patrol 
the downtown area.”
Some downtown customers wel­
comed the change. Agricultural com­
munications senior Lauren Friedman 
said the homeless population had an 
impact on her shopping habits.
“I would imagine that (panhan­
dling) would be bad for businesses,” 
Friedman said.“I’d rather go to a store 
that didn’t have those people around 
it.”
While Friedman had genuine sym­
pathy for the transients, she said that 
she would have more motivation to 
shop in downtown San Luis C'fbispo 
thanks to the presence of the private 
security guards.
However, Vanderhoof said security 
guards have limited power on what 
they can do in various situations.
“They don’t have the authority to 
enforce the law. But they will notify 
people,” he said, adding that they do 
not carry guns. If there is a serious 
problem, the guards will call the San 
Luis Obispo Police Departtnent.
Vanderhoof said that the guards, 
employed by Inhouse Security, will 
patrol downtown areas fixjin Thursday 
to Sunday between 11 a.m. and 4 
p.m.
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Complete the grid so that every row, column and 3x3 box 
contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.
Cab
continued from page / 
pink, but the people who know have 
been really receptive to it,” 
Goldenberg said.
Customers can specifically request 
the breast cancer cab or simply donate 
to the American Cancer Society 
through the regular taxis.
San Luis Obispo has its own 
branch of the American Cancer 
Society located on 1428 Phillips Lane 
that IS available for free cancer educa­
tional material and patient services 
every business day.
Breast cancer is currently the sec­
ond-deadliest type of cancer among 
women, after lung cancer. 
Breastcancer.org estimated that 
40,970 women in the U.S. died from 
breast cancer in 200ii.
“1 saw the pink cab driving down 
Foothill Boulevard this week and just 
being able to see it driving amund 
town is a good reminder about a 
cause that everyone can support,” 
agribusiness junior Stephanie Lo 
I )uca said. “It doesn’t seem like as big 
of a deal to spend the money on a cab 
when you know it will be funding 
something beneficial.”
Beach Cities Cab operates 24 
hours a day, seven days a week and the 
pink cab will always be available.
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Question of the day:
In lig lit of*tile V irginia "tech siiootings, arv yon eoiu'erned 
a lio iit something like thal ha|)|)(‘n ingal Cal Polyp
“Not really, w e’re just 
not that kind o f  school.
It just wouldn’t even 
cross niy mind someone 
doing something like that 
here.’’
-Erich Faustman 
business finance 
senior
Followers o f 
radical cleric 
quit Iraq’s 
Cabinet
MAC.HDAI) (Al*) — Cabinet 
ministers loyal to radical cleric 
Muqtada al-Sadr quit the govern­
ment Monday, severing the powerful 
Shiite religious leader from the U.S.- 
hacked prime minister and raising 
fears al-Sadrs Mahdi Army militia 
might again confront American 
troops.
The U.S. military reported the 
deaths of seven more American ser­
vice members: three soldiers and two 
Marines on Monday and two sol­
diers on Saturday.
In the northern city of Mosul, a 
university dean, a professor, a police­
man s son and 13 soldiers died in 
attacks bearing the signs of al-Qaida 
in Iraq. Nationwide, at least 51 peo­
ple were killed or found dead.
The political drama in Baghdad 
w.as not likely to bring down Prime 
Minister Nouri al-Maliki's govern­
ment, but it highlighted growing 
demands among Iraqi politicians and 
voters that a timetable be set for a 
U.S. tmop withdrawal — the reason 
al-Sadr gave for the resignations.
The departure of the six ministers 
also was likely to feed the public per­
ception that al-Maliki is dependent 
on U.S. support, a position he spent 
months trying to avoid. l,ate last year 
he went so far as to openly defy 
directives from Washington about 
legislative and political deadlines.
In an appearance with families of 
military veterans. President Bush said 
he had spoken with al-Maliki. “He 
said. ‘Please thank the people in the 
White House for their sacrifices, and 
we will continue to work hard to be 
an ally in this war on termr,’” Bush 
said.-
“N o —  the likeliness is “It could happen “I think there’s an
really low. That’s kind o f anywhere. Everyone equal opportunity for
a freak thing. We’re better gets comfortable that type o f thing tc7
protected because we live somewhere.’’ occur no matter what
in a small community.’’ region you’re in.’’
-Caitlyn Lawton -Heather Phillips -Eniy Pace
recreation aciniinistration city and rei^ ional plannin<^ animal science
senior Junior sophomore
“No, just because we’re 
not near a big metropolis 
and that’s usually where 
it happens. We’re 
surrounded by a very 
safe neighborhood.’’
-Arash Shahabi 
electrical engineering 
freshman
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‘Pathfinder’ stumbles through storyline
Director Marcus Nispel didrit get the memo that Vikings shouldnt make a comeback
Ryan Chartrand
MUSTANC; DAILY
Director Marcus Nispel must 
really want people to hate him.
“Pathfinder,” Nispel’s latest addi­
tion to his “how to become infa­
mous in 10 years” project, marks 
the second film since his remake of 
“The Texas Chainsaw Massacre” 
that has made audiences want their 
money back 15 minutes into the 
film.
Through an introduction that 
feels more like a trailer for the film 
Itself, the audience learns that 
before Christopher
Columbus arrived m 
America, beastly Vikings 
with heads that fall otf far 
too easily tried to eradicate 
the land of any natives. Yes, 
its historically ridiculous, but it 
gets worse.
One of the groups of Vikings 
left behind a boy who simply was­
n’t into the beheading babies busi­
ness. The boy, played later in man 
form by Karl Urban, grew up with 
the nearby Indians until theVikings 
returned, which forced him to pick 
a path: return to the Vikings and 
live a life of merciless killing or 
protect the natives and try to win 
over the love of the cute girl 
through romantic dialogue like, 
“Mev. vou shouldn't be here.”
Unfortunately, the film takes an 
unbearably cliched path that allows 
it to now battle against 
“Premonition” and “Are We Done 
Yet?” in becoming the worst film 
of 2007.
In brighter news, Nispel and 
screenplay writer Laeta Kalogridis 
have developed a quick and easy 
three-step process to allow people 
to hate them in the most efficient 
method possible.
Step one: Forget character devel­
opment. What good has it ever 
done for mankind, anyway? In fact, 
don’t even give any of the “char­
acters” names. Make up one 
really cool name like 
Pathfinder and let multiple 
characters share it throughout 
the film.
Yes, it was a conscious deci­
sion meant to give some form of a 
point to the rest of the mess, but 
ultimately it’s about as pointless as 
basing a graphic novel off a screen­
play. Oh, wait, the “Pathfinder” 
graphic novel did just that. Nispel 
and C O . are on a roll so far.
Step two: Make all action
sequences completely incoherent. 
There is no need for any of the 
action to make sense, as long as a 
head tumbles or an eye pops out at 
some point.
The action combined with some 
type of stylistic directing could
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Get your car up to speed.
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have saved the 
film from its 
other weaknesses, 
but even it fell to 
the clichés that 
have been done 
dozens of times 
in the last year 
alone.
W hether it’s 
the out-of-place 
marijuana refer­
ences, a sled chase 
to replace the 
overused car 
chase or the 
meaningless love 
story, Nispel is 
embellishing all 
the wrong places.
Mel Gibson did it 
right with
“Apocalypto” by 
creating a balance 
of history,
Hollywood and 
well-filmed, cre­
ative and stylish action.
Step three: Limit all dialogue to 
a maximum of 12 lines per charac­
ter. If a character has something to 
say, it better be worth the audi­
ence’s time. For example, if Urban 
is seeking a place to fight the 
Vikings, have him say something 
witty and unpredictable like “Yeah 
... this is where we’ll fight.”
COURTESY PHOTO
The main character of Marcus Nispels “Pathfinder,” called ‘Ghost’ (Karl Urban), pre­
pares for battle against the Vikings in vengence of murdering the American Indians.
Thankfully, the lack of dialogue 
serves as a small gift since hearing 
any “actor” speak is a horrific 
experience.
The voices of the Indians are 
either highly Americanized or 
extremely overdone with accents 
to supposedly help show that 
they’re the “good guys” and any­
thing big, ugly, ferociously unstable
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& Cutting ^  
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973 E. FoothiM BWd.
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1
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and looking for a baby to kill 
should be considered a “bad guy.” 
Thanks for the tough to discern 
distinction, Nispel.
The one positive aspect of 
“Fathfinder” would be the beauti­
ful landscape shots filmed in 
Vancouver, making the theater 
Itself feel like it’s on ice at times. 
Unfortunately, the scenery and 
repetitive shots get old after 45 
minutes of staring at the same set­
ting.
When it comes down to it, 
Nispel would have been better otf 
releasing a 1-hour commercial for 
the 2007 Nissan F.ithfinder. Don’t 
worry, Nispel; your three-step plan 
still applies.
“ I’athfmder” ultimately never 
finds its way, and while the .blame 
for the film's inevitable downfall 
should fall on every individual 
involved with the film, Nispel’s 
next film, an adaptation of the 
video game “American McCiee’s 
Alice,” could be his last chance to 
avoid seeing audiences with pitch- 
forks outside theaters.
A s don’t bother.
= eehhh...
¿ í - á  = rent It
- pretty good
sdamn good!
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Dead Science not so lifeless
Although sick. Found Sound raves over music concert
Its Monday and I’m starting to write my column already. My 
next one comes out in the 
morning. I’m a little embar­
rassed because that column 
is mostly about me and how 
1 think I’m a bad writer and 
not really about the concert 
I went to which was amaz­
ing. The problem is, 1 was 
going to write that this 
week because I knew there 
were no shows between 
now and when my column 
is due Sunday night. The 
Twilight Sad show will be 
on the next Monday and 1 
won’t want to write about 
it late because the next column 
will be about the Folk Yeah festi­
val.
So, I’ve basically screwed 
myself and run through a list of 
topics. It occurs to me that I 
never really explained how I got 
pneumonia before spring break 
and it’s a really great story. So, 
here’s the column about The 
Dead Science and Parenthetical 
Girls. A little late, but if it was 
worth pneumonia, then hopeful­
ly it’s worth reading about a 
month after it happened.
I almost pass out dragging 
equipment from the station 
between coughing fits. The Dead 
Science pull in late and, as has 
become the norm, give me the 
traditional hug. I tell them I’ve 
got to go pick up some pasta I’ve 
cooked for them and they ask me 
if it’s OK for them to practice 
Prince covers for the after party 
later that night. O f course it’s 
OK because it’s the first confir­
mation I get of them playing as a 
Prince cover band for the after 
party with local cover band the 
Its, who only play songs that have 
the word “it” in the title.
The show goes well and there’s 
a good turnout. The Dead 
Science play like the amazingly 
talented individuals they are; 
impressive every single time with 
incredible theatrics. Parenthetical 
(iirls follow up the show. I’m 
slightly distracted because their 
keyboardist is amazingly beauti­
ful. Their lead singer talks a lot 
about Spider-Man in some 
strange comparison between him 
and the band. The show ends 
with all the members slamming 
their hands and various instru­
ments into the drum kit. We all 
love it. I buy a vinyl and start 
pulling out equipment for the 
after party.
Here’s where things get a little 
hectic. The whole show plus a 
few latecomers ship over to a 
late-night, which is made up of 
members of The Lounge, house 
party where the Its begin playing. 
1 hey’re protecting a 30 pack of 
beer and cannoning cans out into 
the audience between covers of 
“Say It Ain’t So” and “Push It.”
I )ancing and craziness sweep the 
entire crowd.
I )uring the whole affair, I work 
out a possible internship. The 
lead singer of Parenthetical Girls
Graham Culbertson 
is a journalism 
sophomore and 
general manager o f  
KCPR 91.3 FM.
Cal Polys 
independent radio 
station. He can be 
contacted at 
graham. Culbertson 
@gmaiLcom.
runs a record label and 1 ask if 1 
can do public relations work for 
them. He tells me it should work 
out fine while sipping back on 
my friend’s home brew.
The Dead Science follow up 
with a full set’ of Prince covers. 
And somewhere around 2 a.m. I 
have a shirtless Sam Mickens 
hoisted over my head while he 
yells out “I Would Die 4 U.” He 
passes out on the floor and the 
whole things seems to end. 
However, the music kicks back 
and he starts singing again from 
the floor.
The party dies out. 1 get dri­
ven home only to 
realize I don’t have 
the keys to my 
house. A fellow DJ 
borrowed them to 
unlock the station 
for graveyard shifts. I 
walk all the way to 
the station to get 
them.
By the time I get 
home, it’s around 4 
a.m. I catch a few 
hours of sleep and 
wake up feeling just 
as bad as I was 
when I did while 
dragging equip­
ment the night 
before. Hours later, I learn from 
the Health Center that I have 
pneumonia. My St. Patrick’s Day 
involves me laying in bed reading 
a copy of Gabriel Garcia 
Marquez’s “Love in the Time of 
Cholera.” I realize I’ve probably 
had pneumonia for a while and 
not known it. Thank God 1 did­
n’t though because 1 might not 
have been able to see one of the 
best late-night shows of my life.
Show tip: FolkYeah! this week­
end! Three-day folk festival in 
Big Sur. I was sold a long time 
ago. If you weren’t, it’s too bad 
because tickets are sold out.
a girl
can never have
.  too manyJeans
$ 3 9 . 9 9
on sale now
767 Hiquero Street Downtown SLO
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Hurricane Katrina is unfoigettable
Samantha Freitas
MUSTANC: DAILY
It has been almost two years since 
Hurricane Katrina tore through New 
Orleans and caused incomprehensible 
amounts of damage. Two Cal Poly stu­
dents who visited New Orleans and 
saw the destruction firsthand are trying 
to keep this story fixini being erased 
fixim our memories.
Modern languages and literature 
senior Lindsey Goldberg and conmiu- 
nications senior Kara Callaway spent 
their spring break volunteering in 
New Orleans and were deeply affected 
by what they saw. They organized 
New Orleans Awareness Week in an 
attempt to educate the public on the 
effects Hurricane Katrina left behind.
“We’re tired of people being really 
disconnected fixun it, especially since 
the media kind of dropped the story,” 
Callaway said. “It needs to be back in 
people’s focus.”
The week began with the showing 
of Spike Lee’s Academy Award -nomi-
nated documentary “When the Levees 
Broke” yesterday and will continue 
through Thursday.
Goldberg and C a^llaway prepared a 
45-minute documentary that will be 
shown today during Soup and 
Substance at noon in the University 
Union. The documentary, compiled 
fix)m four hours of footage, includes 
interviews with Katrina victims, 
footage finm the house they gutted 
and clips from jazz bands.
The documentary will be shown 
again at the Ludwick Community 
Center Thursday at 8 p.m. and a booth 
will be at Farmers’ Market where the 
girls, along with Aaron Witzkin, a lin­
guistics professor displaced in the hur­
ricane, will be available to talk about 
their experience and answer any ques­
tions. A booth will also be set up today 
through Thursday in the UU fix)m 11 
a.m. to noon.
“We really hope to inspire people to 
further educate themselves, and that 
they might even be inspired to go 
down to New Orleans,” Goldberg said.
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HUMOR COLUMN
F o i^ t Poly Reps; take the campus tour with Mike
Springtime on campus means a few tilings. The excuse for not going to class because 
"the weather is just, C)M(’i, so nice 
outskle” is somehow valid. And the 
other thing is that there are campus 
tours everyw here.
Now don't get me wrong, I do 
enjoy seeing these tours on a daily 
b.isis, and h.iviiig them constantly in 
the w.iy of wherever I want to go, 
but in reality I think there are some 
things that the tours fail to mention. 
You just kind of have to think about 
it a bit. Those who give the tours are 
there to represent the campus, and 
they do a fine job in their recruiting 
hopes. I, however, represent some­
thing much different than they do. 
That, of course, is me representing, 
well, me. So, grab your tote bags, 
your fanny packs, some sunscreen, 
and a whole lot of smiles, ’cause here 
we go on a tour of campus, the Mike 
Heimowitz way.
To begin, we’ll start off right here 
in our very own University Union. 
Kight here we basically have the 
central location on campus. Want to 
sit down and take a break between 
classes? How about getting in some 
extra a-ading time and enjoy the 
nice CFentral (Foast weather?
Or hey, better yet, while you try 
to do either of those things, you can 
get interrupted by that one sort of 
friend ytni have, that you don’t real­
ly want to talk to, but now you have 
to make awkward conversation 
with.
Yep, that's right. All these super 
fun activities can be found right here
outside in our very own UU. (Fould 
it get any better?
Oh, but wait! How could I men­
tion the fantastic UU without men­
tioning the largest club on campus, 
(Liinpus Ousade for Cdirist?! 
Nowhere else will you find a place 
so peaceful, yet at times be force».! to 
talk about Jesus, no matter your reli­
gion. rhat’s right folks, hven jews 
like myself can hear total strangers 
try to convert us to at least be jews 
for jesús! Totally rad.
Hey, tour group, are you feeling a 
little hungry? Don’t you fret, 
because here on campus we boast 
tons and tons of great eating choic­
es. Toot, toot! The food train is 
rolling out of the station, so you bet­
ter all hop on board! Now as your 
fearless tour guide. I’ll point one 
thing out.
As a senior living off campus, I 
must say that at my old age of 21, 
pardon me for being crass, but every 
now and then 1 just want to get 
those bowels moving. There is no 
better w-ay to take care of this than 
to sit down at literally any on cam­
pus dining place and grab something 
to eat.
St), you better get that reading 
material handy, because after the 
great campus finid that you’ll be 
having your dreams of being a rogue 
scholar will finally come true. Set 
those wrist watches, because in 
abt)ut an hour you’ll be ready to 
start your learning. Tubular!
How are we all doing so far folks? 
( lood 1 hope, because as you see so 
far, there is so much to talk about at
this esteemed univer­
sity.
Before we contin­
ue on our tour, let’s 
all make sure we st.iy 
on the side of the 
road! riiis, of course, 
is because of some­
thing called “road 
rage’’ that many stu­
dents somehow get 
on this campus. 1 
have no idea how 
anybody can ever be 
mad driving here 
though since there is 
such an overabun­
dance of parking 
spaces for the few 
cars on campus.
Oh wait, total 
BRAIN FART. I 
meant to say that this “road rage’’ 
probably comes from the opposite: 
there are few parking spaces for the 
overabundance of cars. Hey, slight 
mistake I just have to apologize. 
Come on though, everyone makes 
mistakes right? Even the often 
genius sounding and incredibly 
gt)od looking Don linus slips up 
every now and then, so I should be 
able to also right?! Yeah, 1 should! 
Awesome!
C')h hey, folks, what’s this in my 
pocket?! Yes, that’s right, on this tiny 
slip of paper is a C!al Poly Fun Fact! 
Did you know that notable people 
to graduate from CLil Poly include 
the creator of Jamba juice, john 
Madden, musical fiinriy man Weird 
Al,and uh,did I mention the (!RE-
6 a i d ( Z
' / To Life
B y  M iK e 
tie iM O W ITE
ATOR OF FREAKIN’ JAMBA 
JUICE!? Yes, that’s right.
When you agree to sign on to 
being a student here, you’ll join the 
ranks of these people. If you’re any­
thing like me, you can already feel 
the excitement and high esteem just 
walking around this campus. 
Amazing!
Well, there you have it my faith­
ful tour-goers. Sorry 1 have to cut 
this tour short, but that campus food 
is calling my name! Until next time, 
good luck and make sure you 
choose (!al Poly!
.\/iLv Heimointz is a Joiinialism 
senior (»»(/ MtistiWi’ Daily humor 
columnist, l ind out where the Inch his 
footnotes went at wunr.mihe- 
heimouttz.com.
GUEST COMMENTARY
The time has come to legalize marijuana use
Chris Mueller
1)MIY ( a H IE U A N  (P t NN STATF.)
With all of the alcohol-related 
incidents that happen around the 
United States, one would think that 
making alcohol illegal might be a 
giHHl idea. C!ertainly, there would be 
fewer traffic-related deaths if alcohol 
were illegal, as the National 
Transportation Safety Board said 
that about 16,(HK) fatalities on the 
road are caused by alcohol each year.
Why, then, if alcohol causes so 
many problems, is deterring pot 
smoking the main focus of most 
drug education programs?
I’ll say it right out. If alcohol is 
legal and smoking cigarettes is legal, 
then smoking marijuana should be 
within the bounds of the law as well.
1 might sound like another “ston- 
er" just seeking some antiquated 
notion of R'spect and equality, at 
least in the eyes of anti-marijuana
types, except for the fact that I have 
never once smoked marijuana in my 
life. Not only that, I don’t have the 
desire to do so, either. I get plenty of 
fun going out and having some 
drinks with friends.
I’ve never once felt pres.sured to 
smoke marijuana, whereas I’ve often 
felt pressured to go out and drink. 
Smoking pot just isn’t something I 
feel an incredible urge to do — it’s a 
choice.
We’re all told at some point in 
some government-mandated drug 
awareness cla.ss that marijuana usage 
leads to cocaine usage, and before 
you know it, little innocent Johnny 
fixiiii next door is found facedown 
in a drainage ditch, track marks up 
and down his arms.
I doubt this is the case. I know 
many people who smoke pot recre- 
ationally, and I’ve only known one 
of them to do any drugs harder than 
pot.
The stereotypical stoner 
lifestyle isn’t something that 
befalls helpless people sucked in 
by the clutches of the vile 
cannabis plant; it’s a choice. It’s a 
choice just the same as heavy 
drinking is a choice, heavy smok­
ing is a choice and so on. If any­
thing, marijuana is less addictive 
than things like Marlboros and 
Jack Daniel’s.
In countless television sitcoms, 
the TV dad is portrayed as having 
a few beers in a chair to unwind 
after work. Why is that OK, but 
the vision of dad taking a couple 
hits so wrong? Is it really that hard 
to believe that maybe marijuana 
isn’t so bad after all, and people 
aren’t going to end up raging 
crackheads, smack addicts and 
coke fiends because of it?
In the 1920s, prohibition took 
its hold, and moonshine runners
were forced to ply their trade 
under the cover of darkness, con­
stantly running from the police. 
Nowadays, we look back on this 
era and think: “Wow, that was 
pretty ridiculous that these guys 
had to run from the cops because 
of booze. At least we got 
NASCFAR out of the deal.’’
I’d like to think that the current 
illegality of marijuana will be 
looked upon in the same way by 
generations to follow us. It’s 
ridiculous that a “drug” that poses 
no greater danger than alcohol or 
nicotine is still looked upon with 
such disdain by the general public.
Let’s cut the stupidity and give a 
lot of people what they want.
If marijuana can serve legiti­
mate medical purposes and bring 
happiness and relaxation to a great 
many people. I’d say it’s high time 
we leiialize.
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Zito gets first ‘W ’ with Giants, 8-0 at Rockies
ASSOC I A l t ! )  PKESS
HENVEK — The rain stayed 
away, and the San Francisco Giants 
finally squeezed in another game.
Barry Zito gave up three hits in 
six innings for his first victory with 
San Francisco, and Ray Durham and 
Bengie Molina hit back-to-back 
homers in the third as the Giants
beat the Colorado Rockies 8-0 
Monday night.
San Francisco hadn’t played since 
Friday night because of rain in 
Pittsburgh.
Crossword Edited by Will Shortz
ACROSS 35 Announcement
1 Oul-of-focus at Penn Sta
image, say 36 Sport of horse
5 "Be___and raang, with
help me" Ihe"
10 Jets that boom 37 Subject of the
14 Cosmonaut 2004 biopic
Gagann Beyond the
15 Bamboo lover Sea"
16 Karate blow 38 Ten of "Young
17 Cassini of Frankenstein^
fashion 39 Social finale?
18 Following 40 “All for one and
closely behind one for all,’ e g
10 Meter maid of 41 Bagful on the
song pitcher s mound
20 "Lousy advice 42 ‘What the
22 Martini nouveau nche
garnishes have
24 Private eyes, for 44 Commotions
short 45 Decorative
25__ Penh Var pitcher
26 Point the finger 46 Dune matenal
at 47 “Finally!”
29 ‘Model behavior 50‘ You’re on!"...
on the field and a hint to
33 Elevator answenng the
enclosure seven starred
34 From head__ clues
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11
12
13
21
23
25
26
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Boast 
Laughs 
First name in 
mystery writing 
S^unker's 
setting 
Castaways 
locale, maybe 
Self centers 
Warm up in the 
ring
Home on the 
range 
“i" toppers
DOWN
Informal 
invitation letters 
Humdinger 
City NNW of 
Provo
'Things worth 
sweating, with 
“the’
Each
Owners of the 
Faeroe Islands
__ 'acte
Hubbub 
‘Cutting It can 
bnng tears to 
the eyes 
Pinch pennies 
Switchblade, 
slangily 
Schlep
Health resorts 
Quiz
Oral history 
Barbecue site 
Patty Duke’s 
son Sean 
Water park slide 
Baseball Hall- 
of-Famer Rod 
Number of 
winks in a nap
r ~ n
TT“
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33
M
53
a
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53
51 J
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130
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Punl« by Paula GanMch«
30 Tether
31 Places in the 
heart
32 Tall tales 
34 Spud
37 ‘Words after 
‘Been there’
38 ‘Samaritan's 
act
40 Tends to the 
lawn
41 Gossipy Barrett
43 Scanty
44 Pam in the 
behind
46 Like a day-old 
baguette
47 Rudiments
48 Police sting,
eg
49 Source of basalt
50 Chain restaurant 
with a blue roof
51 As a result
52 Scads
53 Minus
56 “Thanks, but I 
already___"
For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or. with a 
credit card. 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday 
CTOsswofds from the last 50 years 1-888-7-ACROSS 
Online subsaiptions Today's puzzle and more than 2.000 
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($34 95 a year)
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young 
solvers' nytimes com/learning/xwords
Polyps Williams chosen to 
coach on U.S. track team
No. 0306
Sl'OKTS INFORM Al ION KEPORT
INDIANAPOLIS — Cal Poly 
assistant track and field coach Danny 
Williams has been selected to serve 
on Team USA’s track and field 
women’s squad for the 2(K)7 lAAF 
World Outdoor Track & Field 
Championships in Osaka,Japan, USA 
Track & Field announced Thursday.
Williams will coach sprints and 
hurdles. He is in his third season as an 
assistant coach' at Cal Poly, serving as
recruiting coordinator and strength 
and development coach in addition 
to his day-to-day track and field 
responsibilities.
Williams served as the USA 
men’s manager at the Pan American 
Junior Championships in 2005 and 
was women’s head coach for the 
2001 World Indoor Championships.
He was an assistant at the 1990 
World Outdoors and head coach for 
the 1997 Pan Am junior team.
Modglin
continued from page 8 
Robyn Kontra (Feb. 26), Jenna 
Maiden (March 26) and Emily 
Hively (April 9) have each captured 
Pitcher of the Week honors. O f the 
20 possible Pitcher and Player of
the Week awards that have been 
issued by the conference this sea­
son, a Mustang has claimed the 
honor eight times.
Cal Poly (32-10, 8-1) takes a 
break from Big West play to open a 
three-game series at UC Davis 
April 21.
Robinson
continued from page 8 
inducted into the Hall of Fame in 
1962 as the first African-American 
so honored.
8 2 4
9  3 ^  
6 1 7
1 7 3
4 9 6
5 8 Í2
3 5 9 
2  4 ^ 8  
7 ^6 Î 1
6 7 3 
8 4 1
s T ^ 9
2 6 8 
3 5 7 
1 9 4
4 1 2 
7 3 6 
9 8 5
5 9 1
6 7 2 
3 8 4
4 5 9 
1 2 8 
7 3 6
8 6 7
9 1 5 
2 4 3
Robinson retired in 1957 and 
took that same aggressive style that 
won over the baseball community 
and brought it to civil rights 
activism.
He regularly marched with King 
and was a major figure in the civil 
rights movement. He served on the 
board of directors for the National 
Association for the Advancement 
of Colored People, toured the 
country giving speeches in support 
of the NAACP and its cause and 
collaborated with other organiza­
tions such as the Southern 
Christian Leadership Conference 
and Congress of Racial Equality.
Despite his impact on baseball 
and American society, Robinson 
was never fully satisfied.
“He always wanted more,’’Tygiel 
said.
C LA SSIFIE D
HELP WANTED
Tm m I« Wwwhotne is HMngl
We are now accepting applications 
for Warehouse and Custonr^r 
Service positions. A background 
in tennis is not required. Our 
systems are very user friendly 
and our atmosphere is very 
positive. Tennis Warehouse is 
the largest tennis mail order 
company in the world and you will 
have the opportunity to learn the 
internet business first hand. 
Starting pay for part timers is 
$8.00-$10.00 per hour DOE. Full 
benefits are available for full time 
employees (Medical, Vision, Dental 
insurance, 401K program). 
Apply within at 3580 Sueldo, 
San Lula Obitpo, Ca. 934
Bartender Trainees Needed
Earn $100-$200/shift. 
International Bartender School will 
be back in SLO one week only. 
Day/ Eve. classes. Job placement. 
1-800-859-4109 
www.bartendu8a.ia
SWIM INSTRUCTOR 
Must be great with children, fun 
and committed to teach at the 
5 Cities Swim Club Arroyo Grande 
(805) 481-6399
FUN —  SUMMER CAMP JOBS 
www.daycampjobs.com/slo
HELP WANTED
Summer Camp ¿ouneelor
California resident sumnter 
camp seeks counselors. 
Over 40 Openings:
Sports, Skateboarding, 
Wakeboarding, Dance, Horseback 
Riding, Waverunners, Ropes- 
Course Instructors, Lifeguards 
and MORE! 60 -f Activities!
No Experience Necessary!
Will Train!
Call Now! (800) 821-2801
Entrepreneurs Wanted! 
Looking to get into the best in 
home-based business? We’re 
seeking hard-working business 
minded students. No exp. 
necessary. Training provided. 
Pay from a $100 to $1,000-f a 
week depending on qualifications. 
Contact: (805) 787-0567
L.A. Area Summer Camps 
www.daycampjobs.com/slo
Call for Art!
Seeking artwork for “ Faces of 
Truth" art gallery highlighting 
current issues facing Africa. 
Contact (408) 821-6253
Day Camps Seek Summer Staff. 
San Fernando and Conejo Valley 
$3,300 - $3,600 (888) 784-CAMP 
www.workatcamp.com/slo
HELP WANTED
AAI - Santa Barbara County 
ACCOUNTANT-AUDITOR I ($49,504 
- $59,191) The Santa Barbara 
County Auditor-Controller’s office 
is looking for fulFtime entry-level 
accountants. Bring your resume 
and any questions to our on 
campus “meet and greet" 
session April 23rd (sign-up 
through Mustang Jobs or 
email Heather Harkless at 
hharkless@co.santabarbara.ca.us) 
or submit an application between 
April 23rd and April 30th at 
www.sbcountyjobs.com.
Classified Ads Website
www.mustangdaily.com
ANNOUNCEMENTS
SKYDIVE TAFT
100% ADRENALINE RUSH Tandem 
& AFF Excellent Safety Record 
Student Discount 
www.skydivetaft.com
(661) 765-5867
Invisible Children Film screenings 
and “ Displace Me" to L.A.
Find out more at UU 217 or email 
RaisetheRespect@gmail.com
FLIP-FLOP LOVERS! Check out 
www.TheRip-RopStop.com 
Women/Men/Children.
Over 100 designs + FREE GIFT 
with every order!
HOMES FOR SALE
Free List of all Houses and 
Condos for sale in SLO.
Nelson Real Estate 
(805) 546-1990 or email 
steve@slohomes.com
Downtown SLO Condo 
Just Listed on 4 /12 . Two 
Bedroom, One Bath Condo. 
$349,900. Photos and info at 
680Chorro.com.
Keith Byrd, Century 21. 459-4723
Want to place a classified ad? 
Call Jackie at 756-1143 or e-mail 
classifieds@mustangdaily.net
SHOUT OUTS! FREE EVERY THURS 
Submit yours by Tuesday
RENTAL HOUSING
College Garden Apts.
Now Renting for 2007-2008 
Walk (min) to Cal Poly 
Nice, Clean, Well Maint.
Lrg 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. 
Includes: Cable & Internet 
Ldry Fac, Garages Avail., 
slorentals.com or 544-3952
Summer Sublease $750 
1 bdrm /lbath  apartment, balcony,
parking, no pets, 10 min to Poly 
Call Jackie (408) 821-6253
1 bdrm AVAILABLE NOW 
30 ft. from campus on Grand Ave. 
Call Jared (805) 218-1723
FOR SALE
SeUir^ 32(XaB internal SATAII 
Hard Drive. Brand New. $50 OBO 
Email mryoung@calpoly.edu
Parabody Hip Sled/Leg Press 
Solid construction for exceptional 
stability. In great condition. Builds 
strong legs. Call 546-9017. 
Only $200
LOST AND FOUND
LOST CAT Siamese Male Kitten 
5 months old "Ace" Last seen 
on Fredericks St If found call 
(559) 358^238
LOST 1GB USB flash drive 
w/Senior Project! (510) 386-8371
LOST Samsung phone SGH-T629 
Contact Andre: (626) 241-0523
LOST brown, leather trifold wallet 
in business bldg. (831) 325-1562
LOST Silver Tiffany bracelet with 
heart. Please call 705-6090
REWARD for lost gold bracelet with 
heart and “ Frances" engraved 
Please call: (805) 464-1000
FOUND BMX Bike, Call with 
description (858) 442-6004
Not listed? Check Lost and 
Found at Bldg. 70 or call 756-7469
Missing anything?
Lost and Found ads are FREE
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Thank you, Jackie
SFSU history professor and 
baseball historian Jules Tygiel 
delivered a speech Monday on 
the legacy of Jackie Robinson 
in Chumash Auditorium.
Matt Norton
SHECIAL TO  THE MUSTANC: DAILY
W illie Mays. JuanMarichal. Frank
Robinson. Hank
Aaron. All are baseball Hall of 
Famers and all owe a debt to one 
man.
jack Roosevelt “Jackie” 
Robinson.
Sunday signified the 60th 
anniversary of Robinson breaking 
the color barrier in professional 
sports and, to commemorate the 
historic event, Jules Tygiel traveled 
to Cal Poly to- remember 
Robinson.
Tygiel, a San Franciscp State his­
tory professor, is a prominent 
Robinson historian and presented 
“The Enduring Legacy of Jackie 
Robinson” speech Monday to a 
Chumash Auditorium audience so 
large that Cal Poly had to open the 
adjacent wall to a larger room to 
accommodate fire marshal rules.
But why was Robinson’s inte­
gration so important?
Before Brown v. Board of 
Education, before Rosa Parks, 
before Martin Luther King Jr., 
there was Robinson.
In a post-World War II United 
States, the U.S. experienced an 
economic boom, emerged as the 
dominant world power and devel­
oped a society envied the world 
over. But stuck at the bottom of 
that society were African- 
Americans, who still felt the sting 
of segregation throughout that 
“envied” society.
Then Robinson stepped in.
In 1945, Robinson was the 
hand-picked selection by then- 
Brooklyn Dodgers club president 
and general manager Branch 
Rickey to integrate baseball. For 
most of the 20th century, baseball 
was, as Tygiel described it, “the 
biggest game in town” and a major 
change in America’s pastime meant
PATRICK TRAUTFIELD MUSTANG DAILY
Jules Tygiel delivers a speech Monday in Chumash Auditorium on the 
legacy of Jackie Robinson. Robinson lived at Cal Poly for roughly six 
months beginning in September 1940 while he worked as assistant 
athletic director at the National Youth Administration in Atascadero.
a major change in America was to 
come.
On April 15, 1947, Robinson 
played his first game as a major- 
league baseball player and the 
reverberations sent shockwaves 
throughout baseball and America. 
He symbolized the need for 
change in America.
“ It jolted (the U.S.) into aware­
ness,” Tygiel said.
Once Americans were aware a 
black man was playing with white 
men, there was much outcry for 
Robinson’s removal from baseball. 
But there was no removing 
Robinson.
Tygiel captured the curiosity 
surrounding Robinson at the time 
of his integration: “Who is that 
player?”
Fans, both white and black, 
flocked to Ebbets Field to find out 
about “that player.” Robinson’s 
play won over fans and critics alike 
with his exciting, aggressive base­
ball style, previously seen mostly in 
the all-black Negro leagues. In 
nine seasons (all with the 
Dodgers), he won the inaugural 
Rookie of the Year award in 1947, 
MVP honors in 1949, a World 
Series ring in 1955 and was
see Robinson, page 7
Poly baseball team enters national poll
Coming off a 2-1 series victory 
at 20th-ranked UC Irvine, the 
Mustangs begin a three-game 
Big West Conference series 
against visiting UC Riverside 
at 6 p.m. Friday.
Tristan Aird
MUSTANG IIAILY
The Cal Poly baseball team 
entered the national rankings 
Monday for the first time this season 
when Collegiate Baseball 
Newspaper released its weekly poll 
with the Mustangs at No. 29 on the 
30-team list.
Cal Poly (20-18), which is first in 
the Big West Conference at 7-2, 
received 430 points in the media 
poll — 66 points behind Florida
COMING LATER THIS WEEK
Previews of threo-game weekend series for both Cal Poly’s 
baseball and softball teams.
State (35-4), which is ranked No. 1 
for the fifth straight week.
The Collegiate Baseball 
Newspaper poll is the oldest college 
baseball poll in the nation, having 
existed since 1957.
C'al Poly is one of three Big West 
teams ranked along with No. 20 UC 
Irvine (25-10-1) and No. 21 Cal 
State Fullerton (23-12).
According to BoydsWorld.com, 
which uses a simulation of the 
NCAA’s secret Ratings Percentage 
Index formula used to determine 
which teams receive at-large bids to 
the NC'AA Tournament, Cal Poly 
has an RPI of 45 among 293
Division 1 teams but also the ninth- 
toughest schedule in the nation so 
far.
Long Beach State (21-12) is No. 1 
in the RPI largely because it has 
Boyds World.corn’s toughest strength 
of schedule, but is not yet ranked by 
Collegiate Ba.seball Newspaper.
“I still feel like we have to win the 
Big West to get a regional berth,” 
Cal Poly head coach Larry Lee said 
Monday of reaching the postseason.
The new rankings for Division I 
softball will be released Wednesday. 
Cal Poly is yet to be ranked despite 
a 32-10 overall record and 8-1 mark 
in the Big West.
Poly rugby club team wins 
league, to face Minnesota
The Mustangs open the playofis 
against the Golden Gophers at 
Cal at noon on Friday.
Giana Magnoli
MUSTANG DAILY
The Cal Poly Rugby Football 
club team clinched the Southern 
California League Championship 
for the second year in a row with a 
77-17 win over the University of 
San Diego, and is just two wins 
away from going to nationals.
Undefeated last year, the team 
had an 8-1 record this season, which 
included a league-record 135-0 win 
over Long Beach State, a victory 
team president junior Thomas 
Ramirez partially attributed to the 
fact it was the alumni weekend 
game.
Home games have the advantage 
of larger crowds and less stress on 
the players, Ramirez said, and it 
shows in their record. In three of 
their four in-season home games, 
they kept opponents to single-digit 
points.
Their one loss, 35-24, was to San 
Diego State.
“I think the first half was pretty 
soft,” Ramirez said. “Us, them 
(SDSU) and UCSB are usually the 
top teams in the league. If you don’t 
come out playing the entire game as 
hard as you can, things get messed 
up.
Even though it is a club sport, the 
rugby squad has a comparable 
amount of players and time com­
mitment to intercollegiate teams.
C'al Poly has two full squads with 
a third side for the more inexperi­
enced, first-year players. With 15 
players on the field at a time and an 
allowance of seven subs per game, 
usually about 22 players contribute 
to each game, Ramirez said.
The team practices two or three
times a week in addition to at least 
two 6 a.m. training sessions for fit­
ness, not including their weekend 
games that take them all over 
California.
Most of the players have little to 
no past experience coming into 
college because it’s not as common 
for high schools to offer it, said 
Ramirez, who has been playing for 
three years.
As a club sport, they get little 
money from the school; most of 
their support comes from players’ 
dues, donations and fundraisers, 
Ramirez said.The money is used for 
equipment, uniforms and to pay the 
coaches.
Their head coach, Nick 
Massman, has been with the pro­
gram for four years — two as head 
coach and two as conditioning 
coach. A 1993 Cal Poly alum, 
Massman played rugby as a student 
and got involved in the program as 
a coach once he moved back to San 
Luis Obispo in 2004.
“(The 8-1 record) puts us at the 
top of the table,” he said. “We had a 
young team this year, expectations 
were high. The freshmen really 
stepped it up this year.”
The playoffs at Cal this weekend 
are single elimination. If the team 
wins all its games, it’ll go to nation­
als at Stanford in two weeks.
Last year, the team’s undefeated 
season was cut off by a loss to BYU 
in the playoffs, something it is deter­
mined to avoid this year. If both 
teams win their first games, they 
will fight for the ticket to nationals 
Saturday.
“(Last year) we played BYU in 
the second round and they elimi­
nated us,” Ramirez said. “We’re out 
for revenge this year.”
Cal Poly will play Minnesota at 
noon Friday at Cal’s Witter Rugby 
Field.
M ustar^ softball star M odglin
aw atled 4th BW C PO W
SKIRTS INKWMATION REK>RT
After reaching base in all 14 of 
her plate appearances, collecting a 
hit in each at- 
bat, homering 
and posting a 
2.()()() slugging 
percentage in 
the Cal Poly 
softball team’s 
t h r e e - g a m e  
series victory at 
Cal State 
Northridge on 
Saturday and 
Sunday, senior 
center fielder Lisa Modglin won 
her fourth Big West Conference 
Player of the Week honor of the 
season Monday.
Modglin, who leads the NCAA 
with a 1.063 slugging percentage, 
opened the series at Cal State 
Northridge on Saturday with a 2- 
for-2 performance that included a 
pair of runs and three walks as the 
Mustangs edged the Matadors, 10-
Lisa
Modglin
8. In the 3-1 nightcap victory, 
Modglin swatted her 16th homer 
of the season off the Matador 
Diamond scoreboard and walked 
three times. Modglin, who walked 
four additional times in Sunday’s 7- 
6 loss, has reached base in her last 
18 plate appearances. The Matador 
pitching staff intentionally walked 
her three times during the series, 
including a leadoff at-bat Sunday.
Modglin leads the Big West in 
batting average (.516), runs scored 
(48), hits (65), RBI (40), triples (5), 
homers (16), total bases (134), 
intentional walks (8) and on-base 
percentage (.611). She’s also second 
in walks (26) and fourth with 11 
doubles. Among all Division I play­
ers, Modglin was fourth in homers 
per game and fifth in batting aver­
age as of April 10.
Modglin previously captured 
three consecutive awards from Feb. 
26 to March 12. Cal Poly’s starting 
quartet of Helen Peña (Feb. 19),
see Modglin, page 7
